The sixth Early Career Workshop of the Australian Mathematical Society

Melbourne Parkview Hotel
6 to 7 December 2014

EARLY CAREER SPEAKERS
Maria Angélica Cueto Columbia University
Mark Flegg Monash University
David Harvey University of New South Wales

ADVICE SPEAKERS
Benjamin Burton The University of Queensland
Adelle Howse Leighton Holdings
Geoff Prince Australian Mathematical Sciences Institute
Ole Warnaar The University of Queensland

ORGANISERS
Norman Do Monash University
Andrew Francis University of Western Sydney
Roslyn Hickson IBM Research — Australia
SCHEDULE

Saturday 6 December 2014
1300  Arrival and hotel check-in
1400  Welcome
1410  Geoff Prince
1450  María Angélica Cueto
1530  Afternoon tea
1600  Adelle Howse
1640  Q & A session
1710  Activity
1830  Dinner

Sunday 7 December 2014
0900  David Harvey
0940  Benjamin Burton
1020  Morning tea
1050  Mark Flegg
1130  Ole Warnaar
1210  Q & A session
1300  Lunch